ABSTRACT Low-rank decomposition is an effective way to decrease the model size of convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Nevertheless, selecting the layer-specific rank is a difficult task, because the layers are not equally redundant. The previous methods are mainly by manual, require expertise, or do not consider the different sensitivity of each layer. This paper proposes a rank allocation decomposition (RAD) method to decompose network by allocating rank for each layer automatically. The idea is to transform the combinatorial optimization problem of rank into a constrained optimal search problem, which can be solved by a greedy algorithm. To recover accuracy of the decomposed network, a novel knowledge transfer based approach is introduced, named SchoolNet. It aligns outputs and intermediate responses from the original (teacher) network to its compressed (student) network while transferring dark knowledge from a strong (headmaster) network with high accuracy to the student network. The experimental results from several advanced models, including AlexNet, VGG-16, and ResNet-50, demonstrate that our scheme can reduce parameters significantly while maintaining a high accuracy level. Specifically, for the VGG-16 on Birds-200 dataset, we achieve 48× compression rate with even 0.13% top-1 accuracy improvement, which outperforms the state-of-the-art remarkably.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the performance of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has reached an unprecedented level in the field of computer vision, including image classification [4] , [20] , object detection and recognition [1] , [29] and many others. Nevertheless, good performance comes at the expense of computation complexity and storage space. For instance, the VGG-16 model [20] has more than 138 million parameters, requires more than 550 MB of storage space, and takes 60 seconds on average to process a 224 × 224 picture on CPU. Thus, it is challenging to deploy CNNs on resourceconstrained devices, e.g., smartphones. In order to overcome this obstacle, a variety of model compression methods have been proposed.
Low-rank decomposition [8] , [13] , [22] , [26] , [28] , [30] is a representative and effective approach for model compression.
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The idea is to decompose the weight matrices into several smaller ones with less storage. Specifically, suppose W is the weight matrices for the i-th layer of network. Given low rank R, the W ∈ R m×n can be decomposed to W 1 × W 2 , with shape m × R, R × n respectively. The rank R implies the richness of information that contained in matrix W . Therefore, the matrix can be reconstructed by R basis vectors without losing too much information, thereby achieving the purpose of compressing the matrix W . The low rank R for each layer controls the trade-off between the compression rate and the classification performance of the low-rank models. With well-allocated rank for each layer, low-rank decomposition is able to achieve a high compression rate while maintaining a relatively low accuracy loss.
A major difficulty in applying low-rank decomposition is to allocate an appropriate rank for each layer. There are two main causes for this. First, as shown in Fig. 1 , different layers have different sensitivity to rank, resulting in remarkable difference for each layer in terms of accuracy loss. PCA energy ratio and the Top-1 accuracy for AlexNet. A certain rank can be obtained under a PCA energy ratio. Each layer is evaluated independently, with other layers not decomposed. For Low Rank Decomposition (LRD), all layers are allocated a fixed PCA energy ratio (green dot on x-axis), which harms the performance because certain sensitive layers are compressed too much. This inspires the design of our RAD scheme, which allocates the appropriate PCA energy ratio (black dots on x-axis) for each layer under an accuracy tolerance δ. Thus, the main capacity of the model is maintained, and the reconstruction error gets lower.
Second, the solution space of all rank combinations can be very large even for a moderate-sized CNN when searching for an optimal combination for the whole network. A commonly used approach to allocate rank is by manual [8] , [22] , which highly relies on individual expertise. Yu et al. [26] decomposed weight matrices to low-rank and sparse components under a target rank, but did not propose how to choose target ranks. Lin et al. [13] proposed to allocate rank to each layer under the same criterion, but they did not take into consideration the difference of sensitivity for each layer.
In order to facilitate non-professional users to use lowrank decomposition for compression, we propose a novel Rank Allocation Decomposition (RAD) scheme to avoid allocating ranks to each layer manually. Particularly, RAD transforms the combinatorial optimization problem of rank into an optimal search problem in small-scale local solution space, which is obtained through a data-dependent evaluation method. Then, a ''local'' optimal rank allocation is obtained for each layer by conducting a greedy algorithm on local solution space. Finally, the whole network is decomposed under the ''local'' optimal ranks by using the low-rank decomposition scheme described in Section III-A. Through the RAD scheme, an appropriate rank (corresponding to black dots on x-axis in Fig. 1 ) for each layer will be generated. The RAD scheme enables the low-rank CNN network to have a lower reconstruction error, thus achieve a higher accuracy with fewer parameters.
To further reduce the accuracy loss caused by RAD under high compression rates, we propose an effective knowledge transfer scheme named SchoolNet, which is extended from knowledge distillation schemes [5] . SchoolNet exploits a simple Euclidean distance based local loss function to align intermediate responses from the teacher (original) network to its student (compressed) network. Moreover, an additional headmaster network is introduced to transfer dark knowledge into the global loss, together with outputs of the teacher network. SchoolNet minimizes both ''local'' and ''global'' reconstruction errors in a unified way, which helps avoid vanishing gradient and transfer the generalization ability from the headmaster network to the student network. Finally, RAD and SchoolNet are effectively integrated into a unified framework, named RADSchoolNet.
Our contributions are briefly summarized as follows:
• We propose RAD to automatically allocate an appropriate rank for each layer by greedy search in ''local'' solution space. It is able to maintain model capacity and acquire appropriate initial weights for recovery.
• We propose SchoolNet to recover model accuracy in an end-to-end training manner. It takes into consideration local knowledge from the teacher network and dark knowledge from the newly-introduced headmaster network, which can significantly recover accuracy.
• We evaluate the proposed RADSchoolNet on three benchmark datasets, i.e., Flowers-102, Birds-200, and ImageNet2012. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of RADSchoolNet. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, related work is introduced briefly. Section III explains the details of our RADSchoolNet framework. The experimental analysis and performance evaluations are reported in Section IV. The limitations of our scheme are discussed in Section V. Finally, the conclusions of this paper are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Model compression of CNN can be roughly divided into three categories: low-rank decomposition, knowledge distillation, and other approaches.
A. LOW-RANK DECOMPOSITION
Low-rank decomposition helps save storage space and reduce the time for inference. A number of methods [2] , [8] have been proposed which decompose a tensor by minimizing the reconstruction error of the original parameters. Yu et al. [26] reconstructed the weight filters through low-rank approximation and sparse matrix. However, the aforementioned methods allocated ranks by experience. Lin et al. [12] and Zhang et al. [27] focused on accelerating CNN by allocating ranks through complex iterative method, whereas we focus more on deep compression to save storage space.
B. KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION
Knowledge distillation [7] utilizes the knowledge captured by the complex teacher network to guide the training of a thin student network. Hinton et al. [5] trained a student network to imitate the soft output of a larger teacher network. Romero et al. [18] extended this work to allow the training of a student network to imitate the intermediate representation of the teacher network. More recently, knowledge distillation has been applied to other domains, e.g., object detection [1] , [24] and text detection [25] . The framework of the proposed RADSchoolNet. Given an accuracy tolerance δ, the RAD scheme is first constructed to form a lightweight student network. Next, the SchoolNet is constructed to handle performance degradation caused by RAD compression. It recovers accuracy by combining local and global loss. The base and tutor blocks are defined in Section III-C.
C. OTHER APPROACHES
Network pruning [3] , [14] , [15] and parameter quantization [17] , [31] , [32] are another two approaches used for model compression. Network pruning targets at removing redundant weights/filters. Han et al. [3] used a hard threshold to remove the least important weights with small absolute values. But it leads to unstructured sparsity of filters. Luo et al. [15] proposed a filter level pruning, named ThiNet, to remove the filter as a whole if it is of no importance. Parameter quantization [17] is proposed to compress the model storage size by encoding parameters with variablelength codewords.
It is worth mentioning that Li et al. [11] proposed an Optimization-based Layer-wise Magnitude-based Pruning (OLMP) scheme to tune the pruning thresholds for each layer automatically, which shares certain similarity to our RAD scheme. Nonetheless, OLMP is an optimization method for unstructured pruning, which leads to unstructured sparsity of weights, whereas our RAD scheme is orthogonal to other compression approaches, including network pruning and parameter quantization. Correspondingly, our scheme can be further compressed by the existing approaches.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe the framework of RADSchoolNet, which is depicted in Fig 2. It mainly consists of two parts, i.e., the RAD scheme and the SchoolNet. RAD is constructed to form a lightweight student network, which will be described in Section III-B. SchoolNet is then constructed to recover accuracy, which will be described in Section III-C. To provide background information, we first introduce preliminaries of low-rank decomposition in Section III-A.
A. PRELIMINARIES
In CNNs, most of the computation is distributed at convolution layers, while most of the parameters are distributed at fully-connected layers. A tensor is an n-dimensional array, which is a generalization of vectors and matrices to represent higher dimensions. In the convolutional layer, an input tensor I ∈ R H ×W ×C is transformed into an output tensor O ∈ R H ×W ×N by the following linear mapping:
In the fully-connected layer, the main operation is the matrix multiplication:
wherein X ∈ R d×b is the input feature vector, W ∈ R h×d is the weight matrix, and Y ∈ R h×b is the response. Low Rank Decomposition: For tensor convolution in Eq. 1, Tai et al. [22] found an approximationŴ of W that reduced much computation while maintaining the classification accuracy of the CNN. They reduced the channel redundancy by factorizing each convolutional layer as two new consecutive layers with a lower rank filters. Let I ∈ R H ×W ×C be the input feature map. And the first convolutional layer has R filters of spatial size d × 1, taking I as input, resulting in a vertical filter bank of V r ∈ R d×1×C
: r ∈ [1, 2, · · · , R] to produce output S ∈ R H ×W ×C .The second convolutional layer has N filters of spatial size 1 × d,taking S as input, resulting in a horizontal filter bank of H n ∈ R 1×d×R
: n ∈ [1, 2, · · · , N ] to produce output feature maps O ∈ R H ×W ×C with the same size of original convolutional output. Low Rank Decomposition (LRD) optimizes the following problem:
A closed-form solution of Eq. 3 can be obtained from [22] .
For the matrix multiplication in Eq. 2, LRD aims to obtain the low-rank approximationŴ ∈ R h×d of the original weight W ∈ R h×d by solving the optimization problem:
Eq. 4 is solved by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), a.k.a.Ŵ =Û rˆ rV T r . LRD obtains the decomposition ofŴ asPQ T , whereP =Û rˆ 1 2 r andQ =V rˆ 1 2 r .
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B. RANK ALLOCATION DECOMPOSITION
Choosing a suitable rank R for each layer is critical and difficult to LRD. Suppose a CNN model with L layers can be represented as M , let f (M ) denote the evaluation function which measures the accuracy of model M , and let δ denote the user-defined tolerance on accuracy loss. We propose the following minimization problem:
wherein R l is the rank allocated for the l-th layer, R * ∈ R L denotes the best rank for the model M with the smallest size while satisfying the constraint, and M is obtained by LRD under R * , namely a compressed model.
1) SOLUTION SPACE ANALYSIS
Eq. 5 is a combination problem. Let
donates the number of output feature maps in the l-th layer. The solution space of all rank combinations is of size L l=1 N l , which is very large even for a moderate-sized CNN. Then, each candidate rank combination is evaluated over the training set to acquire the accuracy loss before retraining. It consumes a large amount of time due to the large solution space.
2) OPTIMIZATION
We reduce the constraint of combination problem in Eq. 5, and transfer it into an optimization problem with a solution space of linear size, in Eq. 6. Experimental analysis in Sec. IV-B shows that the optimal value in the local solution space can still perform very well.
wherein M l is obtained by decomposing the l-th layer (the other layers do not need to decompose). We employ Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to solve Eq. 6. The procedure of rank selection for the convolutional layers is the same as that for the fully-connected layers. The filter tensor F, of size d × d × C × N , can be reshaped to a matrix F ∈ R ddC× N , the columns are the reshaped filters
As we know, PCA is an eigenvectorbased multivariate analyses method. After the covariance matrix has been calculated, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix can be computed. The eigenvalues represent the distribution of the source data's energy among each of the eigenvector, while the eigenvectors form a basis for the data. The larger the eigenvalue, the more energy the corresponding eigenvector contains.
In this paper, we define the PCA energy as E R = R i=1 σ i , where σ i is the i-th largest eigenvalue of covariance matrix 
wherein N l is the number of output feature maps in the l-th layer. By combining Eq. 6 and 7, the rank allocation optimization can be formulated as:
The formulated Eq. 8 is usually difficult. We propose a datadependent method to solve it. Given a base PCA energy ratio
, we then acquire the
by PCA for each layer, and obtain rank solution space
for Eq. 7. Wherein l θ denotes the minimum rank for the l-th layer under the constraint of PCA energy ratio θ. Next, we randomly select 5 images from each category in the training set to comprise our tiny evaluation set, i.e., sampled training examples for accuracy test. Using the tiny dataset, we evaluate each model decomposed by rank l θ , to obtain accuracy solution space
Wherein l θ denotes the accuracy for the l-th layer under PCA energy ratio θ .
Given a tolerance δ, we propose a greedy scheme illustrated in Algorithm 1 to solve Eq. 8 and obtain the best rank R * ∈ R L for each layer. Finally, the LRD described in Sec. III-A is applied under the best rank allocation R * to acquire appropriate initial weights for accuracy recovery. 
min_ratio = +∞; 4: for each item θ ∈ θ t do 5: if acc − l θ ≤ δ and θ < min_ratio then 6: min_ratio = θ ; 7: end if 8: end for 9: compute R * l from g(l, min_ratio) using ; 10: l = l + 1; 11: end while
3) COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
We can estimate the reduction in pre-detection times with RAD scheme. For the original minimization problem Eq. 5, 
C. ACCURACY RECOVERY BY SCHOOLNET
Since we directly apply low-rank decomposition to multiple layers without retraining, it is likely to lead to approximation error of each layer, which might be further accumulated and propagated. It is straightforward to recover accuracy by finetuning. Another efficient method is knowledge distillation.
1) KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION
allows a teacher network to guide the training of a student network. Let s and t be a student network with a ''softmax'' output q s = softmax(z s ), and a teacher network with a ''softmax'' output q t = softmax(z t ), where z s and z t are output of student and teacher networks, respectively. Knowledge distillation (KD) uses a temperature parameter τ [5] to produce a softer probability distribution over the output of the teacher and student network, i.e., z t and z s , which can transfer more information to student network in training:
wherein q τ s and q τ t are the softened target probability distribution of the student and teacher network, respectively. Correspondingly, the training loss of KD is:
wherein G refers to the cross-entropy based loss function, λ is the hyper-parameter to balance the cross-entropies of Loss1 and Loss2, and label is the true label. However, with the increasing depth of student network, KD will lead to undesirable phenomenon of vanishing gradient.
2) SchoolNet
To address the weakness of KD mentioned above and boost accuracy of the student network further, we propose a novel knowledge transfer framework named SchoolNet, which transfers knowledge not only from the teacher network, but also from local knowledge and a newly introduced headmaster network.
The idea of SchoolNet is inspired from the teaching process in the school. In general, a teacher provides handson experience to tutor students. A headmaster plays a key guiding role for both students and teachers in the overall view. Inspired by this observation, we introduce the concepts of base block in the teacher network, and the tutor block in the student network. The base block is defined as the output of hidden layers in the teacher network, which is responsible for guiding the learning process of the student network. Similarly, the tutor block is defined to learn from the hidden layers of the teacher network. Headmaster network is introduced to transfer the generalization ability of it to the student network.
We implement the principles mentioned above in the base and tutor blocks following three steps:
Step (1) . Learning local knowledge. We construct a local loss function to align the outputs of the approximated layers and original layers, which can overcome the vanishing gradient. The whole network is divided into p blocks. We establish the local loss function by using the Euclidean distance between the outputs of tutor and base blocks at the i-th block. The local loss function for SchoolNet is:
×C i , are the outputs of the tutor and base blocks at the i-th block, respectively. Their dimension is
Step (2) . Learning global knowledge. Let q τ h be the softened target probability distribution of the ''softmax'' output in headmaster network. We construct Loss2 by incorporating q τ h into Loss2. The global loss function for SchoolNet is:
wherein µ is the hyper-parameter to balance the crossentropies of the teacher and headmaster network.
Step (3) . Knowledge fusion. Integrating the global knowledge with the local knowledge described above, we train the student network by minimizing the overall loss function:
wherein p is the number of tutor block (or base block) that we acquire, and λ i (i = 1, 2, · · · , p) is a set of penalty parameters for balancing the global loss and local loss of each block. The advantages of SchoolNet are evident: 1) Comparing with hint-based loss function [18] , our local loss function is simpler and more effective to transfer local knowledge from the teacher network to the student network without additional parameters and regression.
2) The student network can learn additional dark knowledge from the headmaster network that can not be learnt from teacher network. Experiments in the subsequent section demonstrates the effectiveness of SchoolNet.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the proposed method is experimentally analyzed. First, experimental settings are introduced in Section IV-A. Then, the results of three models will be compared with baselines in the following sections.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We evaluate RADSchoolNet on three benchmarks: Flowers-102 [16] , Birds-200 [23] , and ImageNet 2012 dataset [19] . Three widely used networks are compressed, i.e., AlexNet [10] , VGG-16 [20] and ResNet-50 [4] . All training images are rescaled to the size of 256×256, with a 224×224 (227×227 for AlexNet) crop randomly sampled from each image.
1) BASELINE
We compare the proposed RADSchoolNet scheme with three state-of-the-art compression methods, i.e., ThiNet [15] , LRDKT [13] and GDP [14] .
2) PERFORMANCE METRICS
We evaluate the performance through three metrics: (1) the number of parameters (#Params) and float point operations (FLOPs); (2) CPU/GPU speedup rate; (3) Top-1/5 classification error. To make a fair comparison for CPU and GPU speedup rates, we use single-thread implementations on Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU, respectively.
3) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We conduct experiments on Caffe [9] . All pre-trained CNNs are taken from the Caffe model zoo. The number of parameters, FLOPs and accuracy of AlexNet, VGG-16 and ResNet-50 are shown in Table 1 , respectively. We choose the GooLeNet [21] as the headmaster network for AlexNet and VGG-16, with test accuracy of 87.72% and 76.17%, respectively. The pre-trained DenseNet121 [7] with an accuracy 74.91% on ImageNet2012 is chosen as the headmaster network for ResNet-50 directly. For SchoolNet, we construct p = 2 local loss functions after the 3rd pooling layer and the 2nd fully-connected layer for AlexNet. We construct p = 3 local loss functions after the 3rd, the 5th pooling layers, and the 2nd fully-connected layer for VGG-16. We construct p = 2 local loss functions after the 1st pooling layer and a specific res4f_relu layer for ResNet-50. The hyperparameters λ, µ and λ i (i = 1, · · · , p) are set to 0.003, 0.15 and 0.0005, respectively. Note that λ i is set to the same value for all i. We use the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) solver to recover accuracy by SchoolNet with 20 epochs for AlexNet, 60 epochs for VGG-16, and 15 epochs for ResNet-50. Temperature τ is set to 5. 
B. ALEXNET ON FLOWERS-102
Dataset. Flowers-102 consists of 2040 training images and 6129 test images, covering 102 species of flowers. Results. Figure 3 shows the comparison of RAD and other schemes for rank allocation. From the figure, it is clear that RAD can achieve better performance than the other schemes. For LRDKT [13] , it uses a constant PCA energy ratio θ con throughout the whole network. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the polyline of LRDKT before recovery (i.e., LRDKT-N) drops quickly as the number of parameters reduces. This is because the convolutional layer contains a large number of FLOPs, while the fully-connected layer contains a large number of parameters. The accuracy drops dramatically because a ''large'' θ con is applied to the convolutional layer, which is sensitive to compression. Nevertheless, a ''large'' θ con in the convolutional layer is usually small relative to the fully-connected layer, where the redundant parameters cannot be removed completely. For the manual scheme [22] (i.e., Manual), it is time consuming to allocate ranks for each layer. For the random allocation scheme (i.e., Random), it is interesting to see that it performs even better than LRDKT in certain cases. Nonetheless, the random allocation scheme is instable (Figure 3 shows that it can lead to very bad result) and performs poorly in general, which makes it inapplicable in practice.
In contrast, RAD scheme makes much better and robust results than LRDKT [13] . Fig. 3 (a) and 3(b) demonstrate that RAD is comparable with the other schemes in terms of FLOPs reduction, while it is able to reduce much more parameters than the others, resulting in a much higher compression ratio.
C. VGG-16 ON BIRDS-200
Dataset. Birds-200 consists of 5994 training images and 5794 test images, covering 200 species of birds.
Results. Results of VGG-16 compression are shown in Table 2 , which compares the performance of SchoolNet against fine-tune (FT) and knowledge distillation (KD) on accuracy recovery. The experiments are performed under three tolerance δ, i.e., 0.02, 0.05 and 0.20. Table 2 shows that SchoolNet performs better than the other methods in terms of accuracy recovery. Especially, when δ = 0.02, the compressed model trained by SchoolNet outperforms FT and KD by a significant margin. The Top-1 error increase is 3.85% with FT, 1.81% with KD, and 0.58% with SchoolNet. Namely, compared with FT and KD, SchoolNet is able to decrease the Top-1 error by 3.27% and 1.23%, respectively. It demonstrates the effectiveness of using local loss and global loss combined with the headmaster network for accuracy recovery. Futhermore, up to 5.95× speedup for CPU and 1.6× speedup for GPU can be achieved for the whole network. Our results in Table 2 are based on Intel Xeon E5-2620 CPU and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU.
We further compare RADSchoolNet with the stateof-the-art schemes, i.e., ThiNet and LRDKT. As shown in Table 2 recovery accuracy. To further reduce the size of the model, ThiNet [15] replaces three fully-connected layers of VGG-16 with a GAP (global average pooling) layer. For a fair comparison, we also apply the GAP layer to the fully connected layer and prove that our method performs better on reducing the model size. In detail, by employing the same GAP layer in ThiNet-GAP, we compress the network by a factor of 47.73× (135.07/2.83) in RADSchoolNet-GAP, with even 0.13% Top-1 error decrease, which outperforms the stateof-the-art schemes significantly. This superiority comes from the appropriate rank allocated by RAD, and the accuracy recovered by the powerful SchoolNet. It is noteworthy that applying the GAP layer to AlexNet and ResNet-50 can further reduce the size of the model. Nevertheless, to make a fair comparison with the baseline, we did not apply the GAP layer to AlexNet or ResNet-50.
As shown in Table 3 , RADSchoolNet tends to remove more parameters than LRDKT [13] in the deep layers. LRDKT [13] allocates the constant PCA energy ratio 0.3 to every layer, which resulting in incomplete compression, especially in the fully connected layer. In contrast, through RADSchoolNet scheme, the parameters of the model are reduced in number to 2.1%, and the largest fully connected layers (i.e., fc6) are pruned most significantly and completely. Following compressing, it is much friendlier to deploy the VGG-16 to resource-constrained embedded devices.
D. RESNET-50 ON IMAGENET2012
Dataset. ImageNet2012 consists of 1.28 million training images and 50k validation images, covering 1000 categories.
Results. Results of compressing ResNet-50 on ImageNet2012 are shown in Table 4 , which validates the effectiveness of RADSchoolNet on large-scale dataset. Although ResNet-50 is more compact and less redundant than AlexNet and VGG-16, RADSchoolNet is still able to reduce parameters and FLOPs significantly. Compared with GDP, RADSchoolNet (δ = 0.005) achieves lower increase of Top-1 error (1.03% vs. 2.52% in GDP) with more FLOPs reduced (68.91% vs. 41.79% in GDP). Moreover, compared with ThiNet, RADSchoolNet (δ = 0.005) reduces significantly more parameters (64.83% vs. 33.72% in ThiNet) and FLOPs (68.91% vs. 36.79% in ThiNet) with only a slight increase of Top-1 error (i.e., 1.03% − 0.84% = 0.19%). Table 5 reports the performance of a tiny decomposed ResNet-50 (δ = 0.01). Although it has the same level of FLOPs as AlexNet, it can achieve 9.31% (67.04% − 57.73%) higher Top-1 accuracy than AlexNet with only 7.94% (4.88/61.47) parameters. The above comparative analysis shows that RADSchoolNet outperforms ThiNet [15] and GDP [14] in reducing parameters and FLOPs of compact network (e.g. ResNet-50). To explain, allocating appropriate rank by RAD is the primary reason for the superior performance. RAD considers that all layers are not equally redundant. Moreover, a network with low reconstruction error is provided to SchoolNet, which improves the discriminability and generalization of the student network by transferring knowledge from both the teacher and the headmaster network.
V. DISCUSSION
In this section, we will discuss the limitations of our approach in detail.
Although our RADSchoolNet framework is effective on the benchmark datasets mentioned above, there still exist certain limitations that deserve further investigation. First, the network with a large number of 1 × 1 convolution cannot be significantly compressed by our RAD schemed. It is preferred to explore a more efficient method to compress 1 × 1 convolution layer. Second, we allocate rank for each layer through a pre-detection mechanism. Although our RAD schemed has significantly reduced the pre-detection time cost, it is still worth exploring a method without the need of pre-detection. In future work, we will focus on finding solutions to the limitations. In future work, we will focus on finding solutions to the limitations.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a compression-recovery framework, namely RADSchoolNet, for CNN model compression by low-rank decomposition and knowledge transfer. From the model perspective, our contributions are two-fold. (1) To allocate appropriate rank for each layer, we proposed RAD to transform the combinatorial optimization problem of rank allocation into an optimal search problem in small-scale local solution space. In RAD, a greedy algorithm is applied on the pre-detection results to search for the optimal low-rank combination. (2) To recover accuracy loss caused by RAD scheme, we proposed SchoolNet to allow the student network to learn local knowledge from the teacher network and dark knowledge from a newly-introduced headmaster network. The former RAD is aimed at reducing the size of model, while the latter SchoolNet is aimed at recovering accuracy loss.
We compare our proposed method with recent work in the field of CNN compression. Experiments from three datasets demonstrate that RADSchoolNet achieves superior performance comparing with the state-of-the-art compression methods. And we demonstrate convincingly that the proposed compressing framework is more effective when combined with low-rank decomposition and knowledge transfer. In the future, we plan to explore the impact of different headmaster network on SchoolNet and apply RADSchoolNet to more vision tasks, such as object detection, to extend it into mobile scenarios. 
